
   

 

1d. Financing Renewable Energy. 

 

Brief about Golis Energy; we design, supply RE products supply and  conduction installation and maintenance 
services over the last 13 years, and have installed the first largest solar and wind farms in Somaliland over one 
megawatt across the country,  

If I come down to the topic on Financing Renewable Energy 

 The requirement capital-intensive investments, is the major and still standing challenge to Renewable 
Energy companies and Customers who are eagerly in need to use renewable energy systems, technical 
expertise is the second challenge and insecurity of the region, investors and Banks are not rushing in to 
finance the sector due to the in preparedness of the sector locally since there is no proper existing national 
network, policy and national strategy although it’s in process in Somaliland. 

 

 Any Somali energy company has a challenge on capital and that’s the reason electricity is the highest rate 
in the region and IPPs using light diesel generators instead of using Renewable or heavy Energy plants 
fueled by coal, nukes etc. the other reason is that the insecurity of the region and unpredictable terror 
attacks, who are lowering the trust of capital investment of international companies and Somali diaspora. 

 

  Currently existing companies  are mainly formed by a group of people who put some money together and 
start energy company while  importing all products needed to run the company, which limited to growth  
fast and created high initial cost of renewables and high rate of electricity bills,  and that’s why  the 
majority of the community live with the dark, and those who get the connection or off grid RE are limited 
to lighting and basic application and not able to run their business and industries. 

 

 Last year we have started to install credit systems for house hold energy level where people able to invest 
their energy needs and pay 50% in advance and rest over a year but still its difficult to the community to 
pay the advance and so far we have  covered 100 clients (92 lighting, 2 micro grids for villages, 3 business 
and 3 farms)  on energy requirement between 50W to 10,000W  costed $110k to power homes, business, 

irrigation and we got Loan from Shuraako to back up our company to protect the liquidity and cash 
flow which is very interesting for the clients and increased the number of people purchasing per month. 
This is clearly telling us that business are not earning and growing without cheap energy for example 
cafeteria’s and any business dependent to electricity as a basic services never wins unless its owned by 
local IPP, same like Hotels etc. 

 



 During this credits system we have faced problems of connecting  RE products and system s to the local 
mini-grids, this is on grid systems, were  finance transactions was the major issues between H/Holds, 
Business, and public places Vs local IPP providers eg. Hargeisa Airport Wind farm, Berbera hospital 
solar, and local Cafeteria solar in Hargeisa, where grid providers are supplying un stable power and 
sometimes out of range or under the range caused by the poor transmition, and equipment used by mini-
grids to supply electricity and on the other hand lack of awareness of IPP workers who are continuously 
threatening the business to disconnect the power if the meter goes back to feed in power to the grid and to 
overcome this issue we have implemented bi-directional smart meters but the case still exist. 

 

 If the Somali companies does not cover the gap of energy requirement it’s true that the country  will need 
external financing and international investors to boost the sector and we need to prepare the platform that 
international investors move in and invest in terms of security, policy and strategy of local vs international 
partnerships 
 

 For eg. last year we have covered 10 solar water pump system installed for farmers, villages and public 
places while public places and villages financed by international community farmers were not able to pay 
the kit in one time and we break into 4 times over a year and all the other farmers gathered while we had 
no capacity to cover all of them and diesel/petrol generator used to pump water since their startup was not 
getting any benefit and sometimes not able to buy the fuel on the drought seasons and this needs to be 
address to secure the food of Somalis nation since their shipping corridor of getting food is in battle 
/conflict  area that’s Babul mandam and hormos routes. 

 

Recommendations 

Establishing local production of the Energy required products to reduce RE initial cost with partnering 
international community. 

Reform the multiple mini-grids to one national company and seek international support to properly invest the 
sector and eliminate the lost and mess wiring in the towns to improve safety of electric hazards. 

Best practice on energy financing is that to build awareness on the community and let them understand the 
challenge that lack of access to cheap energy is rendering the whole country development, and national and 
international financier institution lend the community start up capitals to manage their energy requirements 

 

 I am really impressed the initiative that Shuraako is doing by linking Somali community to international 
to identify relevant partners to address energy challenges, get  solutions for the energy crisis of the nation. 

Thank you,,,……… Sayid 
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